
        By Sue Gwise, Horticulture Educator 

The sight and scent of a lilac bush in full bloom is something that is quite appealing this time of year.  

Unfortunately, that bloom period is still 3 months in the future.  For now, we can discuss the attributes of 

lilac that make it such a popular shrub. 

Lilac is very common in NNY, it is treasured as a landscape species and it is often found in wild stands.  This 

gives the impression that lilacs are a native plant.  Actually, they are native to southern Europe.  In the U.S. 

they have escaped cultivation and become naturalized.  This is not the same as an invasive plant.  Like other 

naturalized species (Queen Anne’s Lace, daffodils, apples) lilacs are well-behaved and rarely create problems 

in an ecosystem.   

The appeal of lilacs is in their 

heavily floral scent and in the range 

of colors that are available.  In 

Michael Dirr’s Manual of Woody 

Landscape Plants, eight possible 

colors are listed:  violet, blue, 

purple, lilac, magenta, yellow, pink, 

and white.  Lilacs are probably one 

of the most highly bred species with 

over 2,000 cultivars. 

Best used as a border shrub or in 

groups, lilacs grow to about 15 feet 

tall with an equal spread.  They 

prefer deep, fertile soil and will 

tolerate both acidic and alkaline soil 

conditions.  Depending on the cultivar, a lilac bush will produce flowers as soon as one year after planting.  As 

a low-maintenance plant, all you need to do is remove the flower clusters after they dieback (for aesthetic 

purposes), and perform some occasional pruning.  The only issue that lilacs have is their susceptibility to 

powdery mildew.  Growing the plants in a sunny area with good air circulation will limit this problem. 

Even though lilacs are not native, they make several beneficial contributions to their habitat.  The flowers 

support pollinators since they contain both nectar and pollen.  Since the flowers are in dense clusters, 

pollinators do not have to expend too much energy to get their fill.  Bees especially are attracted to blue 

flowering cultivars. 
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Bumblebee collecting nectar from lilac flower 
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A bizarre caterpillar that feeds on lilac is the Harris Three Spot.  The name comes from the adult stage which 

sports three brown spots on each wing.  Although the adult is striking, it is nowhere near as strange as the 

caterpillar phase.  In Caterpillars of Eastern North America, author David Wagner describes the larval stage as 

follows: “Grotesquely humped… the caterpillar resembles a  bird dropping, a spider, a pile of debris…The 

white markings that literally run down the sides of the body and shiny integument yield an overall effect of a 

repulsively gooey, freshly deposited bird dropping.  Yet… the caterpillar is also spider like…When disturbed 

the caterpillar rocks with blurring rapidity from side side…” 

Harris Three Spot adult stage 

Harris Three Spot larval stage 


